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1OpenAIRE
OPEN ACCESS INFRASTRUCTURE
FOR RESEARCH IN EUROPE
EC OA Mandate Progression
FP7 OA Pilot (2009)
• Grant agreement SC39
• 20% programme areas
• Deposit in Repositories
• OA after embargo period (6-12 
months)
• Gold payments during project
Horizon 2020 (2014)
• All grant agreements
• 100% programme areas
• Deposit in Repositories
• Gold payments after project end
• Open Data Pilot for a number of
programme areas
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Dissemination and exploitation
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OPENAIRE NOAD- National Open 
Access Desk
• support and dissemination activities to comply with Horizon 2020 OA 
requirements and with:
• RESEARCH DATA
Support projects with data management plans by pointing to appropriate resources
• Promote policies at national or funder level for policies and research data repositories. 
• Promote the EC’s open data pilot and the harmonisation of  policies.
• Contact  Open Data Pilot project coordinators and  research data repository managers to 
promote the OpenAIRE Guidelines for Data Managers
• Identify any links between the OA publication in OpenAIRE and underlying datasets.
• OpenAIRE OA WORK PACKAGE
• Promote the Gold OA fund to institutions and to  publishers in Italy
• Raise awareness of the existence of funds among projects coordinated by Italian
OpenAIRE2020 (1)
• Support the H2020 vision of open access for scientific publications and 
the Open Data Pilot for H2020 
• Identify and dealing with H2020 “publications” (articles, datasets, software, …) 
through a series of services operating on various sources such as OA publishers, 
repositories, scholarly societies, etc
• Involve and engage NOADs in Research Data Management aspects 
• Provide legal guidance for H2020 project participation in the Open Data Pilot
• Offer specialized Zenodo services for researchers to deposit datasets and 
publications pertaining to their H2020 projects 
• Establish and run a pilot on FP7 post-grant 
Article Processing Charges (APC)
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OpenAIRE2020 (2)
• Build a pan-European Research Information Management System 
to monitor OA research outcomes from the EC and other national 
funders
• Engage with national funders to showcase the benefits of a pan-European CRIS 
• Integrate with emerging PID infrastructures (DataCite, ORCID)
• Serve research communities that need quantitative and qualitative monitoring 
and assessment 
• Proactively explore the establishment of new multidimensional scholarly 
performance indicators 
• Produce usage and advanced research analytics 
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OpenAIRE2020 (3)
• Create an international OA repository collaboration platform to 
support truly global research and scholarly communication 
• Advance the dialogue started by COAR with Australia, China, Europe, 
Latin America, and the USA on commons issues (e.g. policies, 
guidelines, usage data, impact, linking and integration to data 
repositories) through a series of targeted workshops and pilots
• Participate in international collaboration efforts (e.g. RDA) 
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1 2 3
ZENODO
Repository for data 
and articles that can 
be stored neither in 
institutional nor in 
subject-
based/thematic 
repositories
SUPPORT
Helpdesk. Engaging 
people and scientific 
repositories in 27 EU 
member states and 
beyond
PORTAL
24 x 7 Service. 
Access to Research 
records. Linking 
publications to 
datasets, author 
information and 
above all, funding 
information 
What is OpenAIRE
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OpenAIRE infrastructure
e-Infrastructure Human Network
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A participatory approach
REPOSITORIES
TECHNOLOGIES
ORGANIZATIONS
PEOPLE
Capitalizing on previous investment 
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• Better sustainability
• Facilitated advocacy and adoption
• Deeper understanding of requirements and contrainsts
OpenAIRE Services
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Visualize - Manage  
Enhanced Publications
Get support
(NOADs)
Linked Content 
Statistics 
+++
Search & Browse
Curate & collaborate
Deposit 
Publications
& data
Research impact 
Citations, usage statistics
+++
APIs
Data repositories
Data Journals
Metadata
on data
Publication repositories
Institutional & Thematic
Open Access Journals
Usage data
Metadata
And pdfs
National funding
EC  funding
Guidelines for use services
Institutional
CRIS 
Systems 
CERN/OpenAIRE “catch-all” repository
Guidelines for data interoperability
OpenDOA
R
ResearchID
Fully
compliant?
Mine for project
Mine for other info De-duplicateLinkEnrich
OrganizationsProjects
AuthorsDatasets
Publications Data Providers
11.338 mi publications
460+ data providers
Linked to 80K projects from
2 funders (EC and Wellcome
Trust)
Linked to 7.964 datasets
Some numbers (May 20, 2014)
OrganizationsProjects
AuthorsDatasets
Publications Data Providers
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Researchers
• Retrieve and access
• Deposit once
• Find where to deposit – publications & data
• Local or thematic repository?
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Depositare
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Submission workflow
IRIS-AIR- Università Milano Statale
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La pubblicazione  in 
OpenAIRE
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Monitor scientific outcomes
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Project reporting
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All project publications in HTML or CSV
Still missing: One click away to EC project reporting systems
Research managers: project 
statistics
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Project productivity 
over time Post project-end 
monitoring
Pubs location
OA mandate 
conformance
Funders: Monitoring OA policy 
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66K pubs – 7.5K projects 
FP7
8.5K pubs –725 projects 
SC39: FP7 OA Pilot
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